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The Power of Combining Probes

Best constraints obtained by combining cosmological probes

independent probes: multiply likelihoods

Olivier Doré AAS, WFIRST Science, Kissimmee, January 5th 2016

The Observational Foundations of Dark Energy

• Weak-Lensing not presented is also complementary.
2

SNe luminosity !
distance measurement (Nobel 2011) 

CMB angular diameter!
distance measurement!
 and perturbations

BAO angular !
diameter distance!
measurement!

Combination

Matter Density

Cosmological !
Constant, !
i.e. Dark Energy
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Measuring Structure Growth from 
the Galaxy Distribution

    clusters (over densities), 

voids (under densities)

three-point correlations,...

two-point correlations

BAOs

non-lin.
structure

need redshift, understand galaxy bias

lin. growth



Measuring Structure Growth from 
the Galaxy Distribution

    clusters (over densities), 

voids (under densities)

three-point correlations,...

two-point correlations

BAOs

non-lin.
structure

need ~ redshift
measure + understand galaxy shapes

lin. growth

credit: IAP



The Power of Combining Probes

Best constraints obtained by combining 
cosmological probes

independent probes: multiply likelihoods

Combining structure growth probes (from 
same survey) requires more advanced 
strategies

clustering, clusters and WL probe same 
underlying density field, are correlated

correlated systematic effects

requires joint analysis

Olivier Doré AAS, WFIRST Science, Kissimmee, January 5th 2016

The Observational Foundations of Dark Energy

• Weak-Lensing not presented is also complementary.
2

SNe luminosity !
distance measurement (Nobel 2011) 

CMB angular diameter!
distance measurement!
 and perturbations

BAO angular !
diameter distance!
measurement!

Combination

Matter Density

Cosmological !
Constant, !
i.e. Dark Energy



Joint Analysis Ingredients

Likelihood Function Model Data Vector

Joint Covariance

number counts: Poisson

2PCF: ~ Gaussian (?)

improvements needed for 
stage IV surveys

consistent modeling of all observables

including all cosmology + nuisance parameters
 

large and complicated,
non-(block) diagonal matrix
use template + regularization

External Data
Simulations

Science Case
parameters of interest 
which science?

large data vector 
which probes + scales?

Priors

Nuisance Parameters

systematic effects 

parameterize + prioritize!
|n| � |⇡|

validate

p(⇡|d̂) / p(⇡)

Z
L
⇣
d̂|d(⇡,n), C

⌘
p(n) dnn

Cosmology Priors



Parameters -> Model Data Vector 
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‘Precision’ Cosmology
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Combined Probes Systematics

“Precision cosmology”: excellent statistics - systematics limited

 (and man-power limited!)

Easy to come up with large list of systematics + nuisance parameters

galaxies: LF, bias (e.g., 5 HOD parameters + b2 per z-bin,type)

cluster mass-observable relation: mean relation + scatter parameters

shear calibration, photo-z uncertainties, intrinsic alignments,...

� Σ(poll among SSI lectures) ~ 500-1000 parameters

Self-calibration + marginalization

can be costly (computationally, constraining power)
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The Trouble with Systematics

a systematics free survey....

bias free parameter estimates with statistical uncertainty



The Trouble with Systematics

ignored systematic effect in analysis:

parameter bias



The Trouble with Systematics

marginalize systematic effect, correct parameterization

remove parameter bias, increase uncertainty



The Trouble with Systematics

marginalize systematic effect, correct parameterization

remove parameter bias, increase uncertainty

improve priors on

 nuisance parameters



The Trouble with Systematics

marginalize systematic effect, imperfect parameterization

residual parameter bias, increased uncertainty



multi-probe analysis, pass 1 - now what?


Unknown Systematics? vs. New Physics?



multi-probe analysis, pass 1 - now what?

would comparison with Planck results change this plan?

Planck best fit

Unknown Systematics? vs. New Physics?



Photometric Dark Energy Surveys



Dark Energy Survey

Survey Strategy

• First light 12 Sep 2012


• Until Sep 2013: 
Science Verification 
period


• Observations: 525 
nights spread over 5 
Sep-Feb seasons from 
31 Aug 2013


• Currently finishing 
Year-3 (terrible weather)


• 3 Surveys: Wide, SN 
shallow, SN deep

The DES surveys

Area
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Seeing 
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Tuesday, December 31, 13

11

DES: more than Dark Energy 3

Figure 1. DES and some selected completed or ongoing surveys (as of December 2015). This is a Hammer projection in equatorial coordinates, with the
dashed and dotted lines indicate the Galactic plane and the ecliptic plane, respectively. Top: DES survey footprint for the SV, Y1, Y2 and the final 5-yrs
survey; Middle: with other photometric surveys; Bottom: with other spectroscopic surveys. Planned wide-field surveys not shown include LSST and WFIRST
(both photometric), Euclid (photometric and spectroscopic), Sumire PFS, DESI and 4MOST (all three spectroscopic). We note the VHS (DR3) indicates deep
coverage in the DES area. Eventually it will cover nearly the whole of the DES 5-yrs footprint. A shallower VISTA whole-hemisphere is also underway. The
DES footprint was designed to have large overlap with SPT (shown here in the ’photometric surveys’ plot). DES SV and Y1 areas essentially completely
overlap SPT, and the full planned DES overlaps the completed 2500 sq deg SPT.

c� 2002 RAS, MNRAS 000, 1–??

[DES 2016 arXiv:1601:0032]

SPT area

two multi band imaging surveys
300M galaxies over 1/8 sky
4000 supernovae

Stage III survey using four 
complementary techniques

galaxy clustering, weak lensing, galaxy 
clusters, supernovae

Status
SV (150 sqdeg, full depth)
science done, catalogs public
Y1 (1500 sqdeg, 40% depth)
data processed, cosmology results
Y3 (5000 sqdeg, 50% depth)

data processed, vetting catalogs
Y5 observations ongoing



Dark Energy Survey



DES Y1 Cosmology Papers 
• Cosmological Constraints from Galaxy Clustering and Weak Lensing 

• Cosmological Constraints from Cosmic Shear 

• Galaxy Clustering for Combined Probes 

• Galaxy-galaxy Lensing 

• Weak Lensing Shape Catalogues 

• Redshift Distributions of the Weak Lensing Source Galaxies 

• The Impact of Galaxy Neighbours on Weak Lensing Cosmology with 
IM3SHAPE 

• Multi-probe Methodology and Simulated Likelihood Analyses 

• Curved Sky Weak Lensing Mass Map 

• Photometric Data Set for Cosmology

www.darkenergysurvey.org 

+more to come soon

http://www.darkenergysurvey.org


DES Year 1 Galaxy Samples

SPT 
region

First Year of Data: ~1800 sq. deg. Analyzed 1321 s.d. after cuts

SV area previously  
analyzed

• 660,000 redMaGiC galaxies with 
excellent photo-z’s 

• Measure angular clustering in 5 
redshift bins 

• Use as lenses for galaxy-galaxy 
lensing

• 26 million source galaxies 
• 4 redshift bins 
• Sources for cosmic shear & 

galaxy-galaxy lensing



DES Year 1 Measurements: 
Cosmic Shear
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DES Year 1 Measurements: 
Galaxy Clustering

(Elvine-Poole+17) 



DES Year 1 Measurements: 
Galaxy-Galaxy Lensing
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Multi-Probe Methodology

from data vector D to parameters p 

● model data vector, incl. relevant systematics  
○ implementation details should not contribute to error budget 
○ are the systematics parameterizations sufficient for DES-Y1? 

● covariance for  ~450 data points 
● sampler - don’t get the last step wrong... 

    methods paper: validate model + implementation, 
    covariance, sampling

1706.09359



Systematics Modeling + Mitigation

baseline systematics marginalization (20 parameters) 
• linear bias of lens galaxies, per lens z-bin 
• lens galaxy photo-zs, per lens z-bin 
• source galaxy photo-zs, per source z-bin 
• multiplicative shear calibration, per source z-bin 
• intrinsic alignments, power-law/free amplitude per per source z-bin

1706.09359



Systematics Modeling + Mitigation

baseline systematics marginalization (20 parameters) 
• linear bias of lens galaxies, per lens z-bin 
• lens galaxy photo-zs, per lens z-bin 
• source galaxy photo-zs, per source z-bin 
• multiplicative shear calibration, per source z-bin 
• intrinsic alignments, power-law/free amplitude per per source z-bin 

-> this list is known to be incomplete 
 how much will known, unaccounted-for systematics bias Y1 results? 
-> choice of parameterizations ≠ universal truth 
 are these parameterizations sufficiently flexible for Y1 analyses?

1706.09359



Systematics Mitigation: imperfect 
parameterizations

1706.09359



Multi-Probe Blinding
Goal: minimize confirmation bias  
Implementation: two-staged blinding process 

● shear catalogs scaled by unknown factor, until catalogs fixed 
● cosmo params shifted by unknown vector, until full analysis fixed 
● (do not overplot measurement + theory) 
● (clearly state any post-unblinding changes in paper) 

DES Collaboration 2017



Multi-Probe Blinding
Goal: minimize confirmation bias  
Implementation: two-staged blinding process 

● shear catalogs scaled by unknown factor, until catalogs fixed 
● cosmo params shifted by unknown vector, until full analysis fixed 
● (do not overplot measurement + theory) 
● (clearly state any post-unblinding changes in paper) 

Lessons 
● clearly define scope of blinding  

○ e.g., parameter measurements vs. model testing 
● make sure blinding scheme allows null tests 

○ for parameter measurements, this may include consistency 
between probe 

● someone not knowing what they’re doing, shouldn’t be able to 
unblind intentionally; someone knowing what they’re doing, 
shouldn’t be able to unblind unintentionally DES Collaboration 2017



Multi-Probe Constraints: LCDM
● DES-Y1 weak lensing: factor 

~2 increase in constraining 
power 

● marginalized 4 cosmology 
parameters, 10 clustering 
nuisance parameters, and 10 
lensing nuisance parameters 

● consistent (R = 2.8) cosmology 
constraints from weak lensing 
and clustering in configuration 
space 

DES Collaboration 2017



Key Result: Consistency of late 
Universe with Planck in ΛCDM

● DES and Planck constrain 
matter density and S8 with 
comparable strength 

● Difference in central values 
1-2𝜎 in the same direction as 
earlier lensing results 

● Bayes Factor R = 4.2 

no evidence for inconsistency

DES Collaboration 2017

Ωm



Key Result: Combined 
Constraints in wCDM

● constraints from geometric 
probes consistent with DES
+Planck 

● most precise parameter 
constraints from DES
+Planck+BAO (BOSS) + 
SN (JLA) 

● no evidence for w ≠-1

DES Collaboration 2017



LSST: Science Collaborations

Solar System
Stars, Milky Way, Local Volume
Transients
Galaxies
Active Galactic Nuclei
Informatics and Statistics
Dark Energy

LSST: The Experiment

largest planned LSS survey
map visible sky every 3 nights

construction started 2015
commissioning first light 2019
survey duration 2022-2032



The LSST Awakens

LSST  Year 1 data will be deeper and wider than complete Euclid survey

LSST cosmology analyses will be exciting from the start! 

statistical uncertainties only

Eifler & EK, in prep.

clustering + lensing



Prepare for and carry out cosmology analyses with the LSST survey

6 key cosmology Working Groups (WG)
Galaxy Clustering, Galaxy Clusters, Strong Lensing, Supernovae, Weak Lensing; 
Theory & Joint Probes

“Enabeling Analyses” WGs: understand LSST system + systematics

logo/pics

lots of work until 2019, lots to learn from ongoing surveys!

3LSST DESC Collaboration Meeting July 2016

Closing Comments

• A big thank you (again!) to the Local Organizing Committee for making 

the meeting work so well!

– Elisa Chisari, David Alonso, Ian Shipsey, Jo Dunkley, Aprajita Verma, 

Phil Marshall, Joe Zuntz, Matt Jarvis, Pedro Ferreira, Chris Linttot, 

Erminia Calabrese and Leanne O'Donnell.

• Thank you everyone for your participation in the meeting!

– Lots of energy and enthusiasm and great interactions in the sessions 

– Lots of cross-WG discussions and Task Force hacks

– Junior involvement in talks and discussion

• Three new milestones!

– First meeting outside the UK

– Largest DE School attendance to date

– First collaboration photo

The LSST Dark Energy Science Collaboration



LSST-DESC Theory Group

Theory: Connecting physics to galaxies

identify testable models beyond standard dark energy
tests of GR

neutrino masses + hierarchy

primordial non-Gaussianity

develop analytical models, interface with large simulation effort

Joint Probes: Cosmology constraints from LSST + external data sets

TJPCosmo: likelihood pipelines for joint & individual analyses

identify key systematic uncertainties, develop mitigation schemes

prepare for analysis of LSST year 1 data

Interested in working with us? Talk to me during coffee break!

conveners: Jonathan Blazek, EK



TJPCosmo: Timeline

Fall ’15 collaboration meeting:  
start from scratch

Spring ’17 collaboration meeting: 
first release of validated cosmology library

begin work with SWGs on individual probe likelihoods

90 github issues later

Spring ’18 collaboration meeting(?): 
draft of joint likelihood code

continuous updates
with newest simulations +systematics models

[David Alonso, Jonathan Blazek, Phil Bull, Nora Elisa Chisari, Renée Hlozek, David Kirkby, 
EK, Danielle Leonard,  Phil Marshall,  Anze Slosar, Antonio Villarreal, Michal Vrastil]



The Power of Combining Probes

EK+17
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Precision Consistency

Theory Simulations

Forecasts Impact

Parameter Constraints 

TJPCosmo

 Model, Priors

Refine Systematics Model

Joint Analysis Work Plan

Accuracy



The Trouble with Systematics

marginalize systematic effect, correct parameterization

remove parameter bias, increase uncertainty

improve priors on

 nuisance parameters



Preparing for Known Systematics

What’s the dominant known systematic? 

no one-fits-all answer, need to be more specific!

[answer will likely involve galaxy evolution]

Specify data vector (probes + scales)

Identify + model systematic effects

find consistent parameterization for all probes

Constrain parameterization + priors on nuisance parameters

independent observations

other observables from same data set/ split data set



galaxy evolution: very rich physics compared to primary CMB

what do cosmologists need to know?

galaxy bias: relation between a galaxy population and matter distribution

Fundamental Physics from Galaxies

CosmoLike 9

3x2pt Rmin=10 Mpc/h
3x2pt Rmin=20 Mpc/h

3x2pt Rmin=50 Mpc/h
3x2pt Rmin=0.1 Mpc/h, HOD

wp

w a

3x2pt Rmin=10 Mpc/h
3x2pt Rmin=0.1 Mpc/h, HOD

3x2pt+cluster Rmin=10 Mpc/h
3x2pt+cluster Rmin=0.1 Mpc/h, HOD

wp

w a

Figure 4. Left: Varying the minimum scale included in galaxy clustering and galaxy galaxy lensing measurements. We show the baseline 3x2pt functions,
which assumes Rmin = 10Mpc/h (black/solid), and corresponding constraints when using Rmin = 20Mpc/h (red/dashed), Rmin = 50Mpc/h (blue/dot-dashed),
Rmin = 0.1Mpc/h (green/long-dashed) instead. For the latter we switch from linear galaxy bias modeling to our HOD implementation. Right: Information gain
when using HOD instead of linear galaxy bias for 3x2pt (black solid vs dashed contours) in comparison to corresponding information gain when including
cluster number counts and cluster weak lensing in the data vector (violett/dot-dashed vs long-dashed).

cov fiducial cosmology

cov cosmology model 1
cov cosmology model2

wp

w
a

Figure 5. Change in cosmological constraints when varying the underlying
cosmological model in the covariance matrix. We show three scenarios: 1)
the fiducial cosmology (black/solid), 2) fiducial cosmology but a 10% lower
value in �8 and ⌦m (red/dashed), and 3) fiducial cosmology but changes in
the dark energy parameters, i.e. w0 =�1.3 and wa =�0.5 (blue/dot-dashed).

where
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d�

bi
g(z) fred(z,mlim)P�I(l/�,z,mlim) ,

(26)

with z= z(�). The j dependent term is the normalized distribution of
source galaxies in redshift bin j, fred is the fraction of red galaxies
which is evaluated as a function of limiting magnitude mlim = 27,
and P�I the cross power spectrum between intrinsic galaxy orienta-
tion and matter density contrast.

The IA contamination of our data vector assumes a DEEP2
luminosity function (Faber et al. 2007) and the tidal alignment sce-
nario described in Blazek et al. (2015); Krause et al. (2016). The

tidal alignment scenario is in good agreement with observations;
using the DEEP2 luminosity function should be considered as an
upper limit of the strength of IA contaminations.

In Fig. 6 we compare the baseline analysis for cosmic shear
and 3x2pt (no IA contamination) to the case where IA contami-
nates the data vectors. In the latter case we marginalize over 10
nuisance parameters (4 for IA and 6 for luminosity function uncer-
tainties, see Krause et al. 2016, for details) to account for the IA
contamination. Although we assume the tidal alignment scenario
as a contaminant, we choose a di↵erent IA model for the marginal-
ization (non-linear alignment with the Halofit fitting formula) to
mimic a realistic analysis.

We find that in the presence of multiple probes, photo-z, shear
calibration and galaxy bias uncertainties, the assumption of an im-
perfect IA model in the marginalization is negligible. As expected
when including 10 more dimensions in the analysis the constraints
weaken but again the e↵ect is not severe. Note that the 3x2pt data
vector only includes galaxy-galaxy lensing tomography bins for
which the photometric source redshifts are behind the lens galaxy
redshift bin. Hence only a small fraction of source galaxies in
the low-z tail of the redshift distribution contribute an IA signal
to galaxy-galaxy lensing. As a consequence the 3x2pt data vector
contains only marginally more information on IA, and improve-
ments in the self-calibration of IA parameters is largely due to the
enhanced constraining power on parameters which are degenerate
with IA.

5 Discussion

The first step in designing a multi-probe likelihood analysis is to
specify the exact details of the data vector. This is far from trivial;
the optimal data vector is subject to various considerations.

• Science case This paper focusses on time-dependent dark en-
ergy as a science case with the fiducial model being ⇤CDM. If
there was indication for time-dependence, the data vector can be
optimized (tomography bins, galaxy samples, scales) such that it is
most sensitive to these signatures. The same holds when extending
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Figure 4. Left: Varying the minimum scale included in galaxy clustering and galaxy galaxy lensing measurements. We show the baseline 3x2pt functions,
which assumes Rmin = 10Mpc/h (black/solid), and corresponding constraints when using Rmin = 20Mpc/h (red/dashed), Rmin = 50Mpc/h (blue/dot-dashed),
Rmin = 0.1Mpc/h (green/long-dashed) instead. For the latter we switch from linear galaxy bias modeling to our HOD implementation. Right: Information gain
when using HOD instead of linear galaxy bias for 3x2pt (black solid vs dashed contours) in comparison to corresponding information gain when including
cluster number counts and cluster weak lensing in the data vector (violett/dot-dashed vs long-dashed).
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Figure 5. Change in cosmological constraints when varying the underlying
cosmological model in the covariance matrix. We show three scenarios: 1)
the fiducial cosmology (black/solid), 2) fiducial cosmology but a 10% lower
value in �8 and ⌦m (red/dashed), and 3) fiducial cosmology but changes in
the dark energy parameters, i.e. w0 =�1.3 and wa =�0.5 (blue/dot-dashed).
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with z= z(�). The j dependent term is the normalized distribution of
source galaxies in redshift bin j, fred is the fraction of red galaxies
which is evaluated as a function of limiting magnitude mlim = 27,
and P�I the cross power spectrum between intrinsic galaxy orienta-
tion and matter density contrast.

The IA contamination of our data vector assumes a DEEP2
luminosity function (Faber et al. 2007) and the tidal alignment sce-
nario described in Blazek et al. (2015); Krause et al. (2016). The

tidal alignment scenario is in good agreement with observations;
using the DEEP2 luminosity function should be considered as an
upper limit of the strength of IA contaminations.

In Fig. 6 we compare the baseline analysis for cosmic shear
and 3x2pt (no IA contamination) to the case where IA contami-
nates the data vectors. In the latter case we marginalize over 10
nuisance parameters (4 for IA and 6 for luminosity function uncer-
tainties, see Krause et al. 2016, for details) to account for the IA
contamination. Although we assume the tidal alignment scenario
as a contaminant, we choose a di↵erent IA model for the marginal-
ization (non-linear alignment with the Halofit fitting formula) to
mimic a realistic analysis.

We find that in the presence of multiple probes, photo-z, shear
calibration and galaxy bias uncertainties, the assumption of an im-
perfect IA model in the marginalization is negligible. As expected
when including 10 more dimensions in the analysis the constraints
weaken but again the e↵ect is not severe. Note that the 3x2pt data
vector only includes galaxy-galaxy lensing tomography bins for
which the photometric source redshifts are behind the lens galaxy
redshift bin. Hence only a small fraction of source galaxies in
the low-z tail of the redshift distribution contribute an IA signal
to galaxy-galaxy lensing. As a consequence the 3x2pt data vector
contains only marginally more information on IA, and improve-
ments in the self-calibration of IA parameters is largely due to the
enhanced constraining power on parameters which are degenerate
with IA.

5 Discussion

The first step in designing a multi-probe likelihood analysis is to
specify the exact details of the data vector. This is far from trivial;
the optimal data vector is subject to various considerations.

• Science case This paper focusses on time-dependent dark en-
ergy as a science case with the fiducial model being ⇤CDM. If
there was indication for time-dependence, the data vector can be
optimized (tomography bins, galaxy samples, scales) such that it is
most sensitive to these signatures. The same holds when extending
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Unknown Systematics? vs. New Physics?

scale dependence?

dependence on galaxy selection?

calibrate with more accurate measurements
spectroscopic redshifts

galaxy shapes from space-based imaging

[potentially expensive]

10 Dawson, Schneider, Tyson, & Jee

(a) D2015 J091618.93+29497.3 (b) D2015 J091623.84+294927.7 

(c) D2015 J091620.65+29495.9 (d) D2015 J091619.74+294857.3 

(e) D2015 J091610.65+294856.5 

(g) D2015 J091615.25+294850.4 

(f) D2015 J091603.65+295252.3 

Figure 6. Visually confirmed ambiguous blends in the Musket Ball Cluster Subaru/HST field (Dawson et al. 2013). For each blend, the
Subaru i-band image (left) is shown alongside the HST color image (right; b=F606W, g=F814W, r=F814W). Both images are logarithmi-
cally scaled. The ellipses show the observed object ellipticities (red = Subaru, green = HST). The images and green crosshair are centered
on the Subaru ambiguous blend object center. The Subaru pixel scale is 0.2 arcsec/pixel, and the HST pixel scale is 0.05 arcsec/pixel.
Panels (a)-(g) show blends selected from the complete sample (available in the electronic edition of the article) to highlight some of the
common “classes” of ambiguous blends. Panel (a) is an example of a case where two objects with small ellipticity have become ambiguously
blended in the Subaru image and produced a single detected object with large ellipticity (Subaru object FWHM: 1.600). Panel (b), while less
common, it is also possible to have two objects be ambiguously blended together to create a smaller ellipticity object observed in Subaru
(Subaru object FWHM: 1.000). Panel (c) is an example of two objects with similar brightness that are ambiguously blended (Subaru object
FWHM: 1.300). Panel (d), two objects need not have similar brightness to generate an ambiguous blend with significantly di↵erent ellipticity
properties compared to that of the brighter object. Even objects in the LSST Gold Sample (i < 25.3) can be significantly a↵ected by
the fainter objects (25.3 < i < 28) in the survey (Subaru object FWHM: 1.200). Panel (e), approximately 25% of ambiguous blends are
composed of more than two objects (Subaru object FWHM: 1.800). Panel (f), is an example of two objects, likely at di↵erent redshifts
(given their di↵erent colors and magnitude), that are ambiguously blended (Subaru object FWHM: 1.400). Panel (g), may be a spiral galaxy
that has become fragmented during the reduction of the HST imaging, thus it may be an example an artificial ambiguous blend (Subaru
object FWHM: 1.200). [See the electronic edition of the article for all ambiguous blend panels, Figures 6.1–6.341 ]

Subaru                      HST-ACS
ground vs. space-based shape measurements

Dawson+ 2016



Unknown Systematics? vs. New Physics?

measure shapes of source galaxies 
near detection limit

typical S/N ~ 25
what could go wrong?

➡parameterize mapping between 
true shear and estimated shapes

“shear calibration” parameters, 
uncertainty in these parameters 
key systematic

HANDBOOK FOR THE GREAT08 CHALLENGE 5

Fig. 2. Illustration of the forward problem. The upper panels show how the original galaxy
image is sheared, blurred, pixelised and made noisy. The lower panels show the equivalent
process for (point-like) stars. We only have access to the right hand images.

Stars are far enough away from us to appear point-like. They therefore
provide noisy and pixelised images of the convolution kernel (lower panels of
Figure 2). The convolution kernel is typically of a similar size to the galaxies

Fig. 3. Illustration of the inverse problem. We begin on the right with a set of galaxy and
star images. The full inverse problem would be to derive both the shears and the intrinsic
galaxy shapes. However shear is the quantity of interest for cosmologists.

Bridle+’08



Unknown Systematics? vs. New Physics?

scale dependence?

dependence on galaxy selection?

calibrate with more accurate measurements
spectroscopic redshifts

galaxy shapes from space-based imaging

[potentially expensive]

 correlate with other surveys
compare to predicted cross-correlations

constrain uncorrelated systematics 

invent optimized estimators

[fun, but not a general solution]
LSST WL x CMB-S4 lensing

calibrate shear calibration bias
Schaan, EK,+16

11
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FIG. 5. Left panel: 68% confidence constraints on the shear biases mi for LSST, when self-calibrating them with cosmic
shear alone (blue), LSST alone (green), combination 1 (orange), combination 2 (yellow) and the full LSST & CMB S4 lensing
(red). The self-calibration works down to the level of LSST requirements (dashed lines) for the highest redshift bins, where
shear calibration is otherwise most dificult. We stress that all the solid lines correspond to self-calibration from the data alone,
without relying on image simulations. Calibration from image simulations is expected to meet the LSSt requirements, and
CMB lensing will thus provide a valuable consistency check for building confidence in the results from LSST.
Right panel: impact of unaccounted intrinsic alignments. The lines show the bias in the self-calibrated value of mi, and
the colored bands show the 68% confidence constraints, corresponding to the curves in the left panel. Intrinsic alignment
contribution to the shear calibration is present, but still within the 68% confidence region.

VI. SENSITIVITY TO PHOTOMETRIC REDSHIFT UNCERTAINTIES

In Sec. IV, we showed that CMB S4 lensing can calibrate the shear from LSST, assuming that the photometric
redshift uncertainties are under control. In this section, we ask whether this assumption was crucial or not. We
therefore vary the priors on source and lens photo-z uncertainties and re-run our forecast. Fig. 8 shows that the
shear calibration is mildly dependent on the source photo-z uncertainties (left panel), and very insensitive to the lens
photo-z uncertainties (right panel). However, we have not taken into account photo-z catastrophic failures in this
analysis.

VII. APPLICATION TO SPACE-BASED LENSING SURVEYS: EUCLID AND WFIRST

In this section, we reproduce our main forecast on shear calibration in the cases of Euclid and WFIRST. Our
assumptions and results are summarized in Fig. 9 and 10. CMB lensing from S4 can calibrate the shear for the 5
Euclid source bins down to 0.4% � 1.4%, and for the 10 WFIRST source bins down to 0.6% � 3.2%. These results
are clearly very encouraging.

VIII. CONCLUSION

[Eli: Comment on possible degeneracies between shear calibration and more realistic photo-z uncertainties.]
Weak gravitational lensing of galaxy images is a potentially powerful probe of the geometry and growth history

of the universe, and therefore of the properties of dark energy, the neutrino masses and possible modifications to
general relativity. Realizing the full potential of upcoming weak lensing surveys requires an exquisite understanding
of systematics e↵ects, such as photometric redshift uncertainties, intrinsic alignments, theoretical uncertainties related
to non-linear growth and baryonic e↵ects, and shear multiplicative bias. Because these systematic uncertainties are
so challenging, alternative methods to calibrate are valuable: they provide redundancy and contribute to building
trust in the results. In this paper, we focused on calibrating the shear multiplicative bias from LSST by using CMB
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would comparison with Planck results change this plan?

Planck best fit

Unknown Systematics? vs. New Physics?
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Combined Probes: a Prime Cosmic 
Opportunity

We have only one experiment/Universe to observe

can control the instrument/camera, choice of observables

systematics affect different observables differently

understand and calibrate systematics

- compare object-by-object with better data

photo-zs vs. spectroscopy; shear estimate from higher resolution imaging

- statistically through cross-correlation

galaxy shear x CMB lensing -> shear calibration (e.g., Schaan+ 2016); 

positions of spectroscopic galaxies x weak lensing -> galaxy bias

check consistency of results across surveys and observables

combine data for most stringent constraints



Conclusions

Existence of cosmic acceleration requires new fundamental physics

2020s decade of cosmological surveys: CMB-S4, DESI, LSST, WFIRST,…

Cosmological constraints soon to be systematics limited

understand astrophysics 

understand systematics

understand observables (voids, clusters, galaxies, etc…)

Combine observables + surveys to understand/calibrate systematics

Combine different surveys to robustly confirm/rule out ΛCDM

Need collaboration across surveys, plan for analysis frameworks to 

combine observables from all surveys 


